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Travel speed (V) is function of flow density (D)

Some published data describing relation V=-f(D)

SFPE Handbook of
Fire Protection Engineering

- linear (?) relation 

Predtechenskii and Milinskii
- polynomial (?) relation 

The mathematical formula that we fit to approximate empirical data “only then gets 
a real value when it is adequate to the inner relations of the phenomena”



First steps of research 

Recommended values for building code was minimum and 
equal to: 16m/min for horizontal plane; 10 m/min for stairs 

down and 8 m/min for stairs up

Belyaev S.V. An evacuation of 
buildings with mass stay of people. 

Moscow, 1938.
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Field observation and an analysis of Anatoly Milinskii

Maximum deviations from 
mean values of travel speed 
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Histograms and polynomial distributions of 
travel speed value in various density 

interval on horizontal route 

About 4000 counts, various cities, 
buildings, route types, seasons and 

people (1946-1951). 



The collaboration between Vsevolod Predtechenskii
and Anatoly Milinskii

Based on previous (Milinskii, 1951) and new statistic data (Kalintsev, 1966, Duvidzon, 1969 
and Grigoryants, 1971) the authors proposed the following relation between  travel speed and 

density of flow:
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V=(112D4- 380D3+ 434D2 - 217D + 57) m , 
where m: 

for horizontal plane - m = 1; 
for door opening - m = 1,7 + 0,13 sin 
(6,03 D - 0,12); 
for stairs downward - m=0,775+0,44 e-0,39 D

sin (5,61 D – 0,224);
for stairs downward - m = 0,785 + 0,9e3.45D 
sin15,7D, if  0 < D < 0,6 and 

m = 0,785 - 0,1 
sin(7,85D + 1,57) if 0,6> D = 0,92.

“Fundamental diagrams” and their mathematical description

Normal Comfortable Emergency 
Horizontal plane and door 0.63+0.025D 1 1,49-0,36D
Stairs down 0.76 1 1,21
Stairs up 0.82 1 1,26

These curves were plotted based on ”a coefficient of movement condition”



The study of Valery Khloshevnikov

In the 1970th the Council of Ministers of USSR issued a rule to develop  
new building codes (including a section “Evacuation Routes”). Research 

under this project revealed:

1) An absence of proper scientific background for “inner relations”
between stimulus impact (density growth) on sensor system of human 
beeing, causing his/her adaptation (travel speed changes);

2) An analysis of variance showed than some series of observations 
should not be combined to plot general “fundamental diagrams”
because they were not homogeneous (obtained under various 
conditions). 



General Psychophysics Law (Weber-Fekhner Law)

S – sensation; R – stimulus; R0 – threshold value of stimulus; 
k - coefficient

0

ln
R
RKS 

Psychophysics research characteristics of behavior and functioning 
human being in the situation associated with perception and evaluation of 
various signals from surrounding area and that is why the relation between 
travel speed and density is described exactly by psychophysics law. 

Weber-Fechner law:

Gustav Fekhner (German 
psychophysician)

“The sensation value S is proportional to logarithm 
stimulus R if it is express through threshold value of 

stimulus R0 ”. 



The construction of relation V=f(D)

Density, D, pers/m2
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dV= V0 - VD

Density impact on travel speed in absolute values:

V0 –free travel speed; VD – decreased travel 
speed due to density impact

REMP = (V0 - VD)/V0

Density impact on travel speed in relative values:

RT = aln(D/D0)

According to Weber-Fekhner law: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Considering, that REMP =RT we combine (2) and (3): 

VD = V0(1- aln(D/D0)) (4) 



The results of the study and its application in the 
building codes

VD = V0(1- aln(D/D0))
The formula: 

The components of the formula:
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These relations “are on service”
for more then 30 years in Russian 

Federation
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People moving on manual wheel-

chairs
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Disabled people with travel aids 

such as sticks, crutches.
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A value of parameters depending upon 
route type 

Parameters Mobility group

Further application of established relation V=f(D)

A classification of disabled people: 

This relation is also applicable for describing children 
movement (more details: “Study of children evacuation from pre-
school education institutions”. Fire and Materials. Volume 36, Issue 5-
6, pp.349–366)



Practical solutions for regressing function V=f(D)

Travel speed

Flow Density

(x0,y0) point #1
(xi,yi) point #2 from any 

density interval

0

The regression line might be plotted base on two points

Empirical curve might be approximate in 
Microsoft Excel with logarithmic function:

a=-A/Vo; Do=exp(Vo-B)/A

V=AlnD+B
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An equations to 
calculate coefficient a:
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Thank you for your attention!

Valery Kholshevnikov, Boris Serkov, Andrey Kosatchev,  Dmitry Samoshin


